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'Our Glamorous Time' hits airwaves
"Our Glamorous Time," a TV series related to Wuhan has become popular since it first aired on Nov. 12. Now, it has
exceeded 2.47 billion views on Tencent Video; since the show began, a total of 23 related entries have been posted on
Weibo. Netizens around the country have even expressed a strong desire to visit Wuhan.
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Supported and co-produced
by the provincial and municipal
publicity departments and local
cultural enterprises, "Our
Glamorous Time" is a TV series
with over 80% of the scenes shot
in Wuhan. The drama has
become such a national hit that
over three hundred fans went on
a bus tour of Wuhan's landmarks
shown in the series on Nov. 24.

The drama features Wuhan's
landmarks
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Han embroidery

Starting in 2014, the location
film crew of the TV series, Our
Glamorous Time, conducted
several field visits in Wuhan and
gained a thorough understanding
of the city's history, urban style,
natural environment, and cultural
landscape, which has resulted in
more than 40 landmarks of
Wuhan finding their way into the
dramatic scenes.
Wuhan is blessed with lakes.
Starting with the first episode,
iconic Wuhan bridges, such as the
Qingchuan Bridge, the Moshuihu
Bridge and the Yangtze
River Bridge, have
appeared
and

functioned as spectacular
backdrops to the action of the
series.

Story with Wuhan's
entrepreneur as prototype

Aside from those beautiful
scenes of the river city, the story
also incorporates Han embroidery
into the plot climax. Adapted from
Ding Mo's novel of the same title,
the series is about a female
designer named Lin Qian who
fights in the business field so as
to gain her entrepreneurial
success. Lin's role is based on Hu
Aidi, the CEO of the Wuhan I'd
Group Ltd.
Hu said that she also watched
the drama. Compared to the story
of Lin, the entrepreneurial process
of I'd Group is more touching.
"We actually have been having a
hard time during the 30-year
entrepreneurial process.
From the very
beginning,

I had to personally carry all the
goods to send them to our
customers."

Live commenting

Numerous viewers can barely
restrain their excitement and
enthusiasm after watching the
drama. A netizen remarked that
"the poster is made in the form
of Han embroidery. It showcases
Wuhan's culture with plum
blossoms, cherry blossoms and
places like the Yellow Crane
Tower." The message of "looking
forward to admiring cherry
blossoms in Wuhan and having a
taste of hot-and-dry noodles"
was echoed by numerous
responses.
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